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Abstract

  Numerous concepts for identifying and influencing human health have emerged from microbiome research; nevertheless, the area 
has difficulties in repeatability that prevent these objectives from being realized.
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Introduction
There is a lot more to people than meets the eye. The ecosys-

tem under consideration is home to trillions of bacteria and fun-
gus, which are part of the human microbiome and reside in and on 
humans. In unison with our complex existence, these microscopic 
organisms consume and excrete substances that have an impact on 
our cells. The majorities of bacteria resides in our digestive tracts 
and are known to affect conditions including cancer, Crohn’s dis-
ease, anxiety, and cardiovascular disease. Examining an individu-
al’s intricate digestive tract is one method of locating bacteria, but 
if scientists are not grossed out, there is a simpler one: examining 
human excrement. These waste materials resemble archeological 
samples from a past culture. Stool may occasionally include frag-
ments of the gut microorganisms as well as chemical traces of those 
microorganisms. Similar to archaeologists, scientists can examine 
the materials to extract information about the past population. The 
conventional concept of human health, which focuses on our own 
cells and organs, has been turned upside down by researchers’ dis-
section of these intricate ecosystems over the past 10 years. This 
has opened the door to the development of novel microbe-target-
ing diagnostics and treatments. However, not every concept has 
succeeded. In one widely reported instance from 2020, research-
ers reported that it may be possible to predict if cancer will strike 
healthy people based on their blood and tissue microbiomes [1]. 

However, a different group of experts asserted last year that the 
2020 study contained flaws that rendered its conclusions inaccu-
rate in addition to being irreproducible [2]. Although the results of 
this case are still pending, the field of gut microbiome research has 
encountered a far larger issue with lack of reproducibility. These 
days, scientists are demanding standards to prevent false positives. 
In order to advance the science and eventually develop therapies 
for chronic illnesses, this has become essential. The organization 
looks for ways to enhance the functionality of everything from com-
puter chips to clocks in daily life by applying the science of mea-
surement. The head of the microbiology group stated that they are 
producing the most thoroughly studied fecal material on Earth as 
they embark on their latest task. Scientists quantify the chemicals 
present in stool specimens. He is well aware of how erratic these 
measures may be. At the end of the day, one of the issues we have 
is effectively proving the quality of the data, not just to ourselves 
but also to the researchers we work with and the larger commu-
nity to whom they present their findings. The techniques used to 
examine the bacteria that reside in the gut are a contributing factor 
in the difficulty. The two most common are metabolomics, which 
quantifies the proteins, lipids, and other compounds in the stool 
that may have been created by gut microorganisms, and metage-
nomics, which links DNA fragments to particular microbial species 
that may be in the gut. “Some bacteria will produce good things, 
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and some will produce bad things,” explaining that bacteria are es-
sentially little chemical factories. Researchers may be able to bet-
ter understand how gut microorganisms affect the health of their 
human hosts if they can distinguish between these beneficial and 
harmful emissions. For instance, a study found that improved glu-
cose tolerance was correlated with increased stools levels of the 
short-chain fatty acid butyrate [3]. Reliable clinical instruments 
and diagnostics will be made possible by accurate assessments of 
these metabolite levels. However, the data frequently falls short of 
telling the entire story and the metrics used today are usually not 
very accurate. First of all, thousands of compounds are present in 
a stool sample, and most untargeted metabolomics techniques are 
unable to detect and quantify them all. At best, the sample is not 
fully described. Sample preparation and analysis techniques may 
vary throughout labs, and even the calibration of a single system 
may alter over time. Furthermore, there is no solid information 
about the kinds or molecules that should be present in the feces. 
This implies that two laboratories analyzing the same sample could 
produce entirely different measurements. A week apart, the same 
sample can be analyzed by the same lab and have different results 
[4]. I think the findings should be very much the same for all of us. 
The metabolomics community has been embarrassed by the fact 
that, in actuality, we don’t. Materials from references can be useful. 
Usually, it comes in a plain one-milliliter tube, which in this instance 
is a tube of excrement. The substance is contained in thousands of 
tubes, each of which is manufactured in a similar manner, making 
the material practically identical across the tubes. The reference 
material can subsequently be included in a tube for each gut micro-
biota experiment carried out by labs. The reference material acts as 
a baseline, so even in cases when trials differ slightly from one an-
other, results can still be reported in relation to it and compared be-
tween experiments. For instance, the amounts of short-chain fatty 
acids may be measured at 100 times the reference material’s level 
in one lab and 1000 times the reference material’s level in another 
lab, meaning that the levels are 10 times larger than in the first 
lab’s study. It serves as a benchmark against which we can evaluate. 
Researchers can take their work a step further and produce stan-
dard reference materials (SRM), in which they accurately measure 
and record the concentrations of each molecule in many identical 
tubes. This gives scientists a standard against which to measure 
their findings. “While trying to optimize stool sample processing, 
storage, and shipping for microbiome research, you don’t know 
what you’re missing if you don’t have reference material where you 
know what’s in it.

The measurement experts
SRM is like butter and bread. SRM has been produced and 

sold for almost a century. Their first SRM was a kind of limestone 
designed to evaluate trace mineral levels and was initially made 
available to the limestone industry in 1910. Creating SRM for the 
emerging domains of genomics and metabolomics in more recent 
times. SRM 1950, for instance, is a blood plasma SRM created by 
combining the plasma of 100 different people and determining the 
concentrations of around 100 molecules. 5. Among researchers 
studying metabolomics, it has gained popularity. The concept of 
developing a human stool SRM initially emerged. His team formally 
began working on the project five years later. Almost immediately, 
they were confronted with challenging questions: What level of 
uniformity should the content have? How were they going to guar-
antee uniformity among the 1,000 tubes? How could they ensure 
that, even after five years on the shelf, the sample wouldn’t deterio-
rate? They addressed each of these issues throughout the ensuing 
years, ultimately deciding on a liquid formulation made by mixing 
several stool samples and diluting the mixture with water. In order 
to allow comparisons for calibration, the early test batches consist-
ed of only 500 tubes and gut microbiomes. Additionally, stool sam-
ples were collected over many days and frozen. After thawing the 
samples and blending them with water to acquire the desired final 
consistency, they frozen one-milliliter tubes of the finished prod-
uct. Although it may seem straightforward, there were many “little 
things learned the hard way.” After discovering that labels could 
not be adhered to frozen tubes, they began prelabeling the tubes 
prior to freezing. With the aid of these lessons, they have been able 
to produce what they believe to be their last batch-10,000 aliquots 
taken from the stools of omnivores and vegetarians-which they are 
now evaluating for stability over time. wide batches are necessary 
to ensure that a wide number of individuals may obtain and use the 
reference material; otherwise, they will need to gather more stool, 
produce another homogenous product, and do additional testing. 
This is the conundrum of reference materials: even the standards 
have to evolve over time as products are created for a scientific en-
vironment that is evolving quickly. They will carry out a more thor-
ough characterization of the chemicals and species in the sample 
in the interim.

Spreading the word
The current standards and references in metabolomics research 

have already been hampered by these challenges. Broeckling leads 
the Metabolomics Quality Assurance and Quality Control Consor-
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tium (mQACC), a standards-setting organization. In a literature 
review he is currently leading, he discovered that many authors 
do not use standards or references at all, and that very few people 
describe them in their publications. Thus, what measures can the 
field take to ensure that the recently introduced stool reference 
material is not neglected? You want to produce something that is 
viewed as less restrictive and more beneficial. Make a system or 
instrument that people will want to use because it adds value and 
increases the authority of paper.

Conclusion
Numerous concepts for identifying and influencing human 

health have emerged from microbiome research; nevertheless, the 
area has difficulties in repeatability that prevent these objectives 
from being realized. Stool specimens for microscopic analysis will 
serve as a valuable source of inspiration. Mass spectroscopy will 
be help to estimation of different molecules present in paediatrics 
stool. This made think more broadly about the theme of paediatrics 
stool at the upbringing researcher.
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